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1 Jumping Aspects

At the workshop “Aspects and Dimensions of Concerns” at the 14th Euro-
pean Conference on Object-Oriented Programming, a paper about “Jumping
Aspects” has been presented [2]. Its main message is that there are cases where
“join points seem to dynamically jump around”, depending on the context cer-
tain code is called from. One of its examples is a list data structure with
operations to add a single element (add) and to add a collection of elements
(addAll). In order to signal changes of a list data structure for example to a
graphical interface, each operation has to be augmented with an appropriate
send of a changed message. This is obviously a typical application of aspect-
oriented programming approaches. Since in the given example the operation
addAll (for a collection of elements) calls add (for a single element) repeatedly,
the unnecessary multiple sends of changed should be cumulated into a single
send of changed for efficiency reasons. This can be reformulated as an example
of a join point that has to “jump out” out of a method into a calling context.

In the following section we give an example that is complementary to those pre-
sented in that paper. Our example illustrates how join points may erroneously
disappear depending on how a called method is implemented. Furthermore,
we present a suggestion how this problem may be tackled in aspect-oriented
programming approaches, which also solves the problem of jumping aspects.

2 Disappearing counters

Consider the class java.io.OutputStream of Java’s standard API [3]. We focus
our investigation on the following two methods declared in that class:
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public class OutputStream {

public void write(byte b) {...}

public void write(byte[] b) {...}

}

In order to simplify references to these methods in the following paragraphs, we
name the first writeByte and the second writeArray.

Consider that a programmer wants to write an aspect that logs the number of
bytes that have actually been written to a stream, presuming that writeArray is
coded in terms of writeByte as follows:

public class OutputStream {

public void write(byte b) {...}

public void write(byte[] b) {
for (int i = 0; i < b.length; i++) write(b[i]);

}

}

In this case an aspect that increases a counter inside of writeByte should suffice
to solve this task.

However, this approach is too naive, since it depends heavily on this presump-
tion. In fact, the standard implementation fulfils this presumption, but sub-
classes of OutputStream might override the involved methods arbitrarily. For
example, one subclass might reimplement them so that writeByte is coded in
terms of writeArray as follows:

public class OneOutputStream extends OutputStream {

public void write(byte b) {
byte[] a = new byte[1]; a[0] = b; // create an array holding "b"

write(a); // call writeArray

}

public void write(byte[] b) {...}

}

As another example, another subclass might reimplement the write methods in
terms of a totally different underlying class.
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public class AnotherOutputStream extends OutputStream {

private EfficientFileImplementation file;

public void write(byte b)

{ file.putSingle(b); }

public void write(byte[] b)

{ file.putMulti(b); }

}

In both cases, the presumption that writeArray is coded in terms of writeByte
does not hold, and so the corresponding join point seems to vanish when writeAr-
ray is called. As a consequence the logging of the number of bytes that are
actually written to a stream may not be correct depending on which subclass
of OutputStream the aspect is actually applied to.

3 Inside and Outside

As a first step towards a solution for the problem outlined above, a programmer
may write an aspect in AspectJ [1] to augment both write methods with code
that increases a counter as follows:

aspect ByteCounter of eachobject(instanceof(OutputStream)) {

private int counter = 0;

// augment "writeByte"

after(): instanceof(OutputStream) & receptions(void write(byte))

{ counter += 1; }

// augment "writeArray"

after(byte[] b): instanceof(OutputStream) & receptions(void write(b))

{ counter += b.length; }

}

This approach is correct for AnotherOutputStream, but neither for the original
OutputStream, nor for OneOutputStream, since in both cases one write method is
coded in terms of the other and as a consequence some bytes would be counted
twice. The programmer could handle this case by introducing a flag that signals
to a write method whether it is called by the other or not, and increasing the
counter within the former only when this flag is not set. However, it should be
the task of the aspect weaver to deal with such situations, as is argued in [2],
so this is not an option.
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The problem which we deal with here stems from the fact that one write method
might be coded in terms of the other. In fact, the ByteCounter aspect is cor-
rect for AnotherOutputStream “only” because in this case the write methods do
not depend on each other. This lack of dependence can be simulated in Out-
putStream and OneOutputStream when one differentiates between the external
representation of a method and its internal implementation, as follows:

public class OutputStream {

// internal implementation

private void internalWrite(byte b) {...}

private void internalWrite(byte[] b) {
for (int i = 0; i < b.length; i++) internalWrite(b[i]);

}

// external representation

public void write(byte b)

{ internalWrite(b); }

public void write(byte[] b)

{ internalWrite(b); }

}

public class OneOutputStream extends OutputStream {

// internal implementation

private void internalWrite(byte b) {
byte[] a = new byte[1]; a[0] = b;

internalWrite(a);

}

private void internalWrite(byte[] b) {...}

// external representation

public void write(byte b)

{ internalWrite(b); }

public void write(byte[] b)

{ internalWrite(b); }

}
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In both examples, only the internal write methods depend on each other, but
the external write methods are independent. So in both cases the ByteCounter
aspect given above would be correct, since it only augments the write methods,
but not the internalWrite methods.

The most important observation here is that the separation between the external
representation and the internal implementation of methods could be automated
by an aspect weaver by essentially just copying the bodies of the original meth-
ods to the internal ones, and replacing the original ones with bodies that call
the internal methods. Imagine an extension of AspectJ that allows one to define
pointcut methods that are explicitly applied to the external representation of a
method, and that takes care of separating the representation and the implemen-
tation of the methods involved automatically. A programmer can then easily
solve the problems outlined above.

Furthermore, this approach would also help in solving the problems of jumping
aspects. A programmer could simply write an aspect that augments the external
representations of add and addAll with a changed message. Since by definition
these methods do not depend on each other, it is not necessary to cumulate
multiple sends of changed at all, neither for the programmer nor for the aspect
weaver.

A possible disadvantage of such an extension is that a programmer has to ex-
plicitly augment each method with appropriate code even if a single join point
would suffice. For example, augmenting the external representation of the orig-
inal OutputStream would result in the need to define two pointcut methods, one
for writeByte and one for writeArray, where in fact only one would be absolutely
necessary when a programmer would augment the “original” representation. On
the other hand, our proposal works in all mentioned cases, and it makes the task
of writing aspects easier, since the programmer does not have to have knowledge
about the actual implementation of the classes to be augmented.
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